Phy Ed Answers Inquiry's Question

Certain basic question concerning the physical education department was answered Tuesday evening by Eugene Breighauser, department chairman, during a meeting of the Academic Affairs committee of WSU-S. The meeting was held in the library of the Student Center in conjunction with a hearing in a panel of the Senate.

Breighauser was questioned by Sen. Robert Smith about whether or not women's physical education classes are as strenuous as men's. Women's classes are taught with more care than men's, he said, because women are more physically fragile and require more attention from the instructor.

Breighauser said that physical education classes are not required, that students still have the option of taking physical education courses if they choose to do so. He also said that the physical education department is working on a new curriculum that will be more inclusive of women's needs.

WSUS Broadcasts

Gregory Speech

WSUS will rebroadcast the Monday basketball game vs. Seattle Tuesday at 3 p.m. The broadcast will include interviews with coaches Marc Davis and Greg Gregory that followed Mr. Gregory's speech.
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Finance Committee Meeting To Spend Student's Money

By Bill McMillen

The problem is huge. In 1968-69, the budget was $3,250,000. That figure is the total amount of money which the Student Senate allocates to various departments for next year.

The money covers everything: Food, circulation, and athletic budgets. Dick and Mike Derksen, have the power to allocate this money to any department they see fit for next year.

The Committee said its objectives are to determine the policies, courses and requirements of student activities. For example, perhaps the English Department starts emphasizing English literature to the student point of view at department meetings. He would have the power to allocate more money for English literature.

By Bill Meierman and Dartt Gerlach

How can the Senate be organized along more efficient lines? It seems to me that some departments, especially the big

Like the English Department, have much more time to make them more functionally efficient than they are.

Department Needs Student Advisors

One of the most interesting academic proposals to come around in a long time has been suggested by Mark Dahl, sophomore student senator.

The proposal, which speaks volumes elsewhere on this page, is that students should become academic advisors to the departments they are majoring in.

The proposal was introduced by junior and seniors majoring in a department to represent the student point of view at department meetings. It would help determine the policies, courses and requirements of the department.

We think that some departments, especially the bigger departments, could benefit from what students would like to have taught. For example, perhaps the English Department starts emphasizing English literature to the student point of view at department meetings. He would be able to allocate more money for English literature.

There is, of course, much informal contact between students and faculty members. But there is not much chance for formal meetings between students and departments.

We hope that Senator Dahl pushes Dahl's proposal and that individual departments consider asking student advisors.
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Soccer Reorganization Should Go On

The Student Senate showed recently that they are capable of dealing with the problem of Senate reorganization. There was a resolution before the Senate which called for representation by hall rather than the present system. This proposed system would have the Senate composed of a student from each residence hall.

This resolution was defeated and in its place an ad hoc committee was established to study Senate reorganization for the remainder of the year.

The present system of representation allows for some students to be represented as many as six times. The system which was defeated by the Senate asking for hall representation failed to give enough representation of the students living off-campus.

The committee wonders whether anything will be accomplished by this ad hoc committee's study. A student committee was established last semester to study student government functions and organization. It failed to meet this semester because of one member's graduation and the chairman's resignation. So it appears the Student Senate will go through another year without coming to grips with the problem, that full representation for each student. Who's next?
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Mediterranean Area
Featured in Film

March 27, 1969

The program will be sponsored by the Arts and Literature Societies.

The screening of the Mediterranean film series "MAIN LAND" last week on the main stage and subtitles and there will be by the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.

LEONIDA—Eumorfopoulos, the King's own 36 million francs, private property, and the brass man for the 15th century.

In the final scene there, they will be in London for the film of a weekend in July. Four times in the year, they will be off to Euro for a weekend tour of the music of England and France.

The group will leave Chicago on a chartered flight to England, Finland, and Iceland. A week in Iceland will be spent viewing a Breitling film on Iceland and Iceland's history.

In Moscow, the final stop, the group will be seeing a Breitling film on Russia and Russian history. The film will give the lie to our beliefs about Russia's life, economy, education, and science or other factors.

It's an adventure around as much as in this country because of the many different cultures.

The large group from all the states will be broken up into smaller segments and will attend these activities that are planned as a group with a guide to make sure that the group knows about other activities.

The trip is the first such university-sponsored effort for the state university and the first by the Wisconsin State Univer as a cooperative effort. The reason we have had to do this is because of the funds available.

All the students will have to meet in order to travel and to pay for their own expenses. We can see the results of your generosity in terms of the money.
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The women's liberation movement is the latest in a series of organized social movements, with a goal of helping the state fulfill its responsibilities to the women who are being systematically discriminated against. "We are trying to copy men and say, 'Our rights are the same too,'" says the local leader.

"We want society to bring more of the men in the state being active...creative, responsible, and such. This is the only way we can change our society," the leader says.

"That's why it's important for us to live in college today to create something new," she says. "This is the only way society will be looking for things to do. We have to be prepared now by giving some college credit to anyone who participates in the planning."

Another idea Mrs. Tecklin is pushing calls for the elimination of the conditions under which claimants are other than modern or feminist.

"This is ridiculous because between today and the day before we're supposed to be out of the way, today is not expected to be any more control and second-guessing than it is nowadays," she says. "Why is it we can't be dissuaded from participating in the planning so we can have a more meaningful relationship with society?"

She notes how bars promote parties that take place in a room that is not used for anything else. "All the work would be done for nothing, not to participate in a meaningful relationship with society, but because there is money involved," she says.

"We cannot prevent people from participating in our planning because we are not doing anything illegal," she says. "Those opportunities must also begin to work with women in the planning for the three-quarter time period."

The women's liberation movement, which has focused on promoting gender equality, has also been concerned with the issue of gender discrimination and the challenges women face in the workplace.

"We have the situation where men are being promoted over women," she says. "Either women or men, it's definitely a problem."

"And by convincing employers to continue to support women in part of the Peace Corps," she says. "We then have the situation where nothing will be done for the future if these opportunities are not given to women.
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"And by convince..."
Firemen's Busy Week

MEMBERS OF THE STEVENS POINT FIRE DEPARTMENT watch their contretemps originate in a fire which occurred when old rags and hay were ignited at the site of the new Learning Resources Center. Minor damage was reported. (Photo by Mike Dominiak)

Music Recital Hall Named Michelsen

A recital hall in Stevens Point State University's new fine arts building will be named in honor of Peter J. Michelsen, a former assistant professor who pioneered the advancement of music education in Wisconsin.

He served as director of the school music department from 1930 to 1954. He died in 1984 at age 86.

Mark de Groat Brueckner, chairman of the faculty building fund raising committee, said Michelsen was the music department many years because of his concern for the arts. But he turned out many students who became Wisconsin's building heads. Numerous requests have come from the former students that recognition of the kind would be appropriate.

The hall consists of the center of the campus providing links for the Best Central States Teachers College with colorful moments of music history. The recital hall was named to the name Norway. Michelsen studied at the Milwaukee College of Conservatory of Music where one of his major teachers was the noted composer, Edward Greg. He also worked with the music director and conductor of the National Orchestra of Norway. He came to the United States in 1908 and attended the Vandercook School of Music.

But when he arrived in Wisconsin, he had to write for a less important kind of involvement with the art. He played the wedding and funeral organist in Stevens Point. In 1930, he was appointed director of the band at Central High School, which worked toward preparing for Marching band championships.

Michelsen's assignments at Stevens Point were to develop a band, direct the orchestra, choir, and gift club club, and establish an honorary music fraternity.

'Christmas concerts became an annual event under his leadership. For his last five years he and Edna Carlsten Miller founded the Society of University Musicians. He took a leading role in the organization of the Men's Choir and in the Ohio State University and Cal Tech. Michelsen was THE music director of the University of Wisconsin, a man who had developed a musical heritage in the university, and as a judge at scores of music contests throughout Wisconsin. The University of Wisconsin honored him two years before his death for distinguished service in music. He was one of two undergraduate awarded degrees and degrees of the University of Wisconsin.

The leadership of the university's music faculty will name an opponent of the group which will carry on Michelsen's name. The hall will seat 350 persons and have padded seats in a circle arrangement. The seats will be on four rows that go to the upper and lower levels.

The fine art building, costing $4.8 million, is expected to be completed in late 1970 at which time Miss Edna Carlsten Michelsen and Michelsen's family will be honored at a dedication.

UCM Services
Broadcasting

On Channel 6

The UCM Lenox Station will be broadcast at 7:00 p.m. on Channel 6 starting March 27 and continuing through June 27.

For the sake of the people, the Well and What Do We Return the Gift; I. Who Are We and What Do We Want; II. Where We Have Been; III. Who Has the Blend and How Do We Delight; IV. Who Am I and How Do I Love Him; V. Where Do We Return the Gift. The broadcast will present a centennial of the University's history and the development of the university's campus.

Dr. Peter J. Michelsen

Physics Group Organized

On Campus Saturday

A chapter of The Society of Physics Students was organized at WIS Stevens Point on March 10 at the organizational meeting. The organization consists of students who are interested in physics and mathematics, although there is no set limit for either group.

This group will provide an opportunity for physics and mathematics students to meet and discuss their interests. This group will also provide an opportunity for members to become involved in the advising of other members. The group will meet at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday evenings in the anthropology room. The next meeting will be held on March 17 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting will be held in the anthropology room.

New Shipment
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Try Eggless Eggs in YOUR Beer

PAPA JOE'S
Cocina Lujosa

SPECIALY PRICED!
Reg. $14.00 pr.
Now Only
$11.90 pair

Choose from:
- Black Patent Kid
- Banana Yellow Kid
- Abibisher Kid
- Baby Fink Kid
- Snow White Kid

Now Only

PAPA JOE'S

Shoe Salon
1120 MAIN

PRE-EASTER SPECIAL SELLING
Friday - Saturday ONLY

The news shop... pure comfort in textured washed leather or patent. Better than ever. Available in full and half sizes (without tendon). (Stock in black, white, or smart)
NANCY GUTNEICH is among the seniors using the placement center here. Helping her find a teaching position for next fall is placement director, Dr. Raymond Gotham. (Photo by Mike Dominowski)

Branch Campuses Will Hold First Summer Sessions

For the first time, two university classes will be in session during the summer at Fond du Lac, Rice Lake and Richfield Center.

Branch campuses of Wisconsin University in Milwaukee, Madison, and La Crosse will conduct two-week sessions this summer. The names of the three branch campuses will be those of three branch campuses of the University of Wisconsin. All three branch campuses are located in Wisconsin.

Although 32 more stores were opened this season's Bloodmobile than the last one, the overall percentage donation was lower than the previous year.

The campaign for this year's Bloodmobile was conducted by the Red Cross in Madison a permanent exhibit of the junior organization. The Bloodmobile was housed in the basement of Old Main Building. The first session during the summer this year will be held at 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday, March 27, at 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, March 28, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, March 29.

A conference on residence hall living will be held at the Wisconsin State University, Oshkosh, on Friday, March 27. The conference will be held in the Student Union Building, and will be open to all students.

The Chinese students from the National Association of College Women will be interviewed by officials of the University of Wisconsin, Madison. The Chinese students are part of a group of students who have been invited to the United States for the purpose of studying Chinese language and culture.
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Small Staff Handles All University Mail

By Georgette Jerlinga

With 20 years on campus, the campus mail system has managed to be the most efficient in the state of Wisconsin.

The university campus mail system operates under the direction of the State Grads, a student organization that handles all incoming and outgoing mail.

State Grads Prepared For Teaching

The nine Wisconsin State University-recognized degrees awarded in 1960-61 at WSU totaled 4,447. The degrees were awarded to 1,976 men and 2,471 women. The degrees were awarded to students in a variety of fields, including education, business, and liberal arts.

Narmington's
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Daily Pickup and Delivery at Dorms

10% Discount

On Cash and Carry

Dry Cleaning

4 CALL OFFICES

428 Division St. (opposite College Dorms)
3014 Church
3049 Church
500 Park St.

Spring Fever Week End Sale on Short Sleeve Cut and Sewn Shirts

Over 50 Prizes to be Given Away FREE - No Admission

A BRIDAL OUTFIT is being modeled here by a coed living in the student residence hall.

The G H.O. L.D. G.E. N. E. R. PRESENTS

Closed-Circuit Television Dispells Parental Doubts

Closed-circuit television is coming to the campus in the form of two experimental demonstrations that will be held at the laboratory school. The demonstrations will be held to test the effects of closed-circuit television on student learning.

State Grads Prepared For Teaching

The nine Wisconsin State University-recognized degrees awarded in 1960-61 at WSU totaled 4,447. The degrees were awarded to 1,976 men and 2,471 women. The degrees were awarded to students in a variety of fields, including education, business, and liberal arts.
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ADMISSION 50c
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First Birthday Under New Management

PRIZE NIGHT

Over 50 Prizes to be Given Away FREE — No Admission
A LONEY PIGEON sought a place of refuge from the blustering weather common to the Stevens Point area. This pigeon worked so much to be in the warmth that it was reported later he was caught without a fight. (Photo by Mike Dimowski)

Russell McFadden, 205 Main St., 1949 graduate of Stevens Point, high school, and Diane Salzmann, Dorabella St., 1962 graduate of Stevens Point, high school, have organized a program of four musical selections in a benefit program called the "AWS Songfest."

Select Opera Scenes ..., continued from page 1

Papageno - William Duck of the drama faculty; Tamino, No. 2, 30 from "The Magic Flute," by Mozart; Donna Anna, No. 5 from "The Marriage of Figaro," by Mozart, and Miss Williams, No. 2 and No. 3 from "Don Giovanni," by Mozart.


The maps in the atlas cover a total of 5,800 square miles of Wisconsin and lowland and contain 3,300 named places.

The maps are arranged in a sequence, beginning with the key maps which are found in the back of the book; the frontispiece maps which cover the entire state; and the county maps, which are arranged in alphabetical order of the counties.

The maps are made up of 18 pages of map data, 12 pages of text, and 2 pages of appendixes. The maps are printed in black and white and are mounted on a blue background.

The maps are intended for students and professionals in the fields of geography, cartography, and urban planning.

The maps are available for sale through a variety of channels, including the National Geographic Society, the United States Geological Survey, and the University of Wisconsin-Extension Service.

The maps are also available for loan through the Library of Congress, the Library of Congress, and the National Agricultural Library.

The maps are also available for rental through the United States Department of Agriculture, the United States Forest Service, and the United States Army Corps of Engineers.

The maps are also available for purchase through the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the United States Department of Commerce, and the United States Department of the Interior.

The maps are also available for download through the United States Government Printing Office, the United States Department of Agriculture, and the United States Department of the Interior.

The maps are also available for sale through a variety of online retailers, including Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble.com, and Borders.com.
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Results of the election were: president, June Gembicki, 105 votes; Brett Dettert, 103; Kathleen Hagen, 100; John Farrell, 98; Steve Smith, 96; and Steve Dechow, 94. The following members were re-elected to the executive board: vice-president, Sarah Lampe; secretary, Steve Smith; and treasurer, Jeff Rasmussen.

Thetis Alpha Phi

On Friday, May 21, the Pan Hellenic Council held its annual meeting at the campus of Delta Omicron. The meeting was well attended and many interesting topics were discussed. The following officers were elected:

President: Josephine Izeli
Vice-President: Margaret Anderson
Secretary: Mary Jagodzinski
Treasurer: Eileen Vojan

The new officers have been busy planning for next year's events and have already begun to coordinate with other organizations for joint activities.

Phi Mu Alpha Sigma

The Alpha Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sigma met on Tuesday, March 18, to discuss the transition of officers for next year. The new officers were elected and have begun to plan for the upcoming events.

Phi Sigma Iota

On Friday, May 21, a party was held at the Alpha Chapter House to celebrate the end of the semester. The event was well attended and everyone had a great time.

Pi Kappa Phi

On Friday, May 21, the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity held its annual meeting at the campus of Delta Omicron. The meeting was well attended and many interesting topics were discussed. The following officers were elected:

President: James Decker
Vice-President: Thomas Johnson
Secretary: Jeffrey Spool
Treasurer: Elizabeth Ireland

The new officers have been busy planning for next year's events and have already begun to coordinate with other organizations for joint activities.

Pi Sigma Phi

The Pinel Hall Council and the TKE's held a dance on Friday, May 21, to raise money for the Marshfield Blood Project. The event was well attended and everyone had a great time.

The Greek Line

Compiled by Sandy Minor

SIGMA TAU GAMMA

A party was held with the unit of Delta Zeta and their chapter advisor, Dr. James O'Sullivan, on May 2, 1969, to celebrate the success and principles of Sigma Tau Gamma.

The men were Jani Arnold, Greg Arnold, and Ken Arnold. They were accompanied by the ladies of Delta Zeta, who were also present to enjoy the festivities.

PI SIGMA PHI

A party was held at the Phi Sigma Iota house on May 22, 1969, to celebrate the end of the semester. The event was well attended and everyone had a great time.
Three Point Cagers Receive Recognition As All-District

More honors were accorded the Pointer basketball squad this year than in any other year in the history of the Pointer program. Kurt Urban, Paul Hauns, and Floyd Wilkenson, who are the only seniors on the squad, were named as members of the WSUC conference squad. Senior Point Steven Stevens was named as the Pointer All-District team. This year only one of the three seniors, Kurt Urban, was named to the All-District team. The other seniors had to give way to the younger men on the squad to be included in the All-District team. This year only one of the three seniors, Kurt Urban, was named to the All-District team. The other seniors had to give way to the younger men on the squad to be included in the All-District team.

The six junior-pointers, Darrell Batson, John Fuehring, Ken Glodowski of Amherst, Dave Peterson of Racine, and Tom Dobos of Oak Creek were named to the All-District team. The six junior-pointers, Darrell Batson, John Fuehring, Ken Glodowski of Amherst, Dave Peterson of Racine, and Tom Dobos of Oak Creek were named to the All-District team.
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